App name: Complete Chemistry
App review questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Where does the app exceed.
How it shows chemistry fully.
Why it is a good study tool.
Why people of all ages should have it
What age it speaks to the most
How detailed is it
Should teachers use it as a teaching tool
How many parts of science does it cover

The app I believe exceeds its organizational capabilities, it has everything you need in a few
taps and it has it categorized very well for example, if you wanted to learn about the atomic
structure you could simply go to the category marked “Formulas” and then “Atomic
Structure”. This app has everything you need on chemistry and I mean everything, it ranges
from tutorials on how to use the app and tutorials on chemistry itself to quizzes you can do
to test if you actually understand some things. If you are learning something in chemistry
you can go on this app and use it as a study tool, for example, use the quizzes to see if you
understand what has been taught and use the scientific calculator they have installed to
help you with your homework.

Teachers would love this app because they could use it as a study tool, they could use it to
explain the “Gas Laws” and “Polyatomic Ions”. People of all ages should have it because for
scientists or professionals of science could get more into the complicated stuff the app has
such as the structures and kids should have it more the simpler functions. The age the app
speaks to the most would have to be the middle age meaning the 30-50 year olds because
they would be old enough to understand the simpler as well as the more complicated
functions of the app. The app is quite detailed if you simply look at the chemistry tutorials
you can tell just by that it is quite complicated if you don’t believe me take a look for
yourself.

Sadly the only part of science this app explains is the chemistrial part but it explains it so well that
there is really nothing to complain about. To recap we know this app is good for people of all ages
but better for the people in the middle age class, it is good for teachers to teach with and students
to study with, it is very organized and shows chemistry to its fullest. It is the most detailed chemistry
app available in my opinion. Also it is good for studying because of its tutorial and quiz abilities.

